








Welcome to CurvaStone Flexible, our new flexible wall covering that will deliver to you a huge advantage over your competitors. 

This high-quality natural stone range, looks stunning. It is user friendly, highly adaptable and very cost effective against its competitors.

Our inspirational range can meet all your commercial and residential needs.  Its ease of installation can quickly transform any project.

Our aim has always been to deliver products that can be used in many different ways, as well as being highly sustainable, CurvaStone 

Flexible meets all these requirements.

The CurvaStone Flexible range is sustainable 

and delivers up to 92% less CO2 emissions to 

transport compared to Porcelain, Ceramic, 

Marble and Granite.

Up to 80% less raw materials used in its manufacture as

well as reducing the amount of waste that goes to 

landfill. 

As an ultra thin range it can be installed over existing surfaces yet again reducing install time and cost as well 

as reduced waste to landfill. A recent project quote saw a huge 75%  saving on installation costs when 

compared to tiling



CurvaStone Flexible Stone Veneers are thin, lightweight, flexible stone material; they are so innovative that they can be app lied to any surface or shape. 

You can create your own expression of style. Transform ordinary spaces with the look and touch of stone, without the difficul ty and expense of traditional 

stonework. 

Our Thin Flexible Stone Veneers are a breakthrough in easy to work with, authentic surfacing  technology.

Ultra Lightweight
approximately 0.6kg 

Per m2

Highly Flexible Large Format
1200 x 2400mm 

Per sheet

Waterproof

Transparent Ultra Thin
approximately 1-2mm

thick

Fire Retardant
Option available



Denali primarily is a blend of  gold/green tones with greeny

grey flecks. The colours are only a reference and because of 

the nature of natural stone, there may be a colour variation 

with tones and patterns.

CurvaStone Flexible Range



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Himal primarily is a blend of  silver/grey tones with grey flecks. 

The colours are only a reference and because of the nature of 

natural stone, there may be a colour variation with tones and 

patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

K2 is a grey copper slate with copper coloured veins running 

through it. It has a riven effect finish to the surface. The colours 

are only a reference and because of the nature of natural stone, 

there may be a colour variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Kamet is a is a blend of silver blue/grey tones,  It has beautiful riven 

effect finish to the surface. The colours are only a reference and 

because of the nature of natural stone, there may be a colour 

variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Kangri has steel grey/anthracite tones with a smooth ridge 

natural shine surface. The colours are only a reference and 

because of the nature of natural stone, there may be a colour 

variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Kush is a blend of desert sandy/tan browns with marble effect 

toning. The surface has a subtle riven effect. The colours are 

only a reference and because of the nature of natural stone, 

there may be a colour variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Makalu is primarily a blend of brown/silver tones with rich 

copper tones running through it. It has a subtle riven effect 

finish to the surface. The colours are only a reference and 

because of the nature of natural stone, there may be a colour 

variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Nanda has an industrial feel with its snowy grey base colour 

accentuated with veins of rustic copper tones. It has subtle riven 

effect finish to the surface. The colours are only a reference and 

because of the nature of natural stone, there may be a colour 

variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Pamir is a beautiful multi veined slate. With tones of silver, rose 

gold, grey, green and brown running through it. The colours are 

only a reference and because of the nature of natural stone, there 

may be a colour variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Snowden has a rich natural dark grey slate finish with a  subtle 

riven effect finish to the surface. The colours are only a 

reference and because of the nature of natural stone, there may 

be a colour variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Emei has an array of beautiful yellow, brown and grey tones.  The 

colour range is transformed when backlit.

The colours are only a reference and because of the nature of natural 

stone, there may be a colour variation with tones and patterns.



CurvaStone Flexible Range

Etna offers a subtle mixture of greys and brown tones.  The 

colour range is transformed when backlit.

The colours are only a reference and because of the nature of 

natural stone, there may be a colour variation with tones and 

patterns.



“The first client who saw the range bought. 
They were so happy that they asked for a 
separate feature covered in CurvaStone.  
This additional product was delivered within 
48hrs 2 weeks before Christmas.  Excellent 
service”

Client Reviews

Tim Smith, Design Consultant – Pittville 
Bathrooms



“CurvaStone allowed us to deliver a 
beautiful and unique finish for our customer, 
within budget and on time. Great product 
and great service”

Client Reviews

Matt Jordan, Owner – Fitted Your Way



“We love CurvaStone. Wow, real stone that 
can curve. Not only have we created space in 
our showrooms to display it. We are looking 
to use it on our new French venture”

Client Reviews

Jonny Hart, Owner – Harts Bathrooms & 
Kitchens



“We highly the full CurvaStone range to all of 
our clients.  Its ease of installation and 
flexibility allows us to work in any area and 
at any level”

Client Reviews

Richard Bacon, Owner , Techni-Tile





JUST SIMPLY 

Complete Patio Cleaner
JUST SIMPLY Complete Patio Cleaner is a high-performance 

concentrate specially formulated as a class-leading cleaner of outdoor stone 

and masonry surfaces. The acid-free, alkaline based solution will not 

damage sensitive stone and masonry surfaces as frequently occurs with 

hydrochloric or sulphuric acid cleaners. This is a dual-purpose product; it is 

formulated with a biocide that will target and eliminate organic matter 

such as weeds, moss, mulch etc. This product is a unique professional grade 

Potash based cleaner, relative to caustic soda cleaners it will have superior 

ability to penetrate stubborn oil and grease stains. Water run-off contains 

potassium salts and has less impact on the environment than sodium-

based counterparts. 

✓ More eco-friendly than other chemical based patio cleaners

✓ None bleach based (contains no sodium hypochlorite)

✓ Acid-free, alkaline based solution, does not damage or etch stone 

surfaces

✓ Improved rinsing and saponification properties vs caustic soda-

based cleaners

✓ Removes Black Spot, Algae, Lichen, Moss

✓ Cleans Natural Stone, Block paving, Porcelain, Concrete

JUST SIMPLY 
Does what it says on the label.



JUST SIMPLY

Natural Stone & Porcelain Cleaner

The JUST SIMPLY natural stone & porcelain sealer is a 

water based matt sealer. Our unique pet friendly 

formula is non-hazardous. Combine this with the 

highest quality biocidal ingredients and you have a 

sealer that is designed to impregnate the surface and 

protect it against water and oil, as well as inhibit the 

growth of moss and lichen on the stone and grout.

✓ Unique pet friendly formula

✓ Biocidal – inhibits microbial growth

✓ Maintains the natural beauty of your stone

✓ Impregnating, durable sealer

✓ Non solvent based formula

✓ No clouding issues due to damp

✓ Made In Britain

JUST SIMPLY 
Does what it says on the label.



PROJECT-TILING 

One Stop Tiling Shop

Having worked within the tiling industry for many years I understand how difficult it can be 

for the professional tiling contractors to source all the project requirements at the same 

time. 

Our aim is to work with the leading industry manufacturers to deliver a ‘one stop shop 

solution’ for all your tiling needs. 

We offer a direct to site service, Click and Collect or why not visit the trade counter and meet 

our friendly team.


